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Lexical Pragmatics; 

A Corpus-analytic investigation 

 
 

Continuum of literal and loose uses   

Part 2: ‘Boiling’ 

 

 
 
Hypothesis 
 
There is a gradient of cases constituting a continuum of literal and loose uses (approximation, 
hyperbole, metaphor) of the same word. 
 
 
Strategy and Objectives 
 
Our objective at this point is to continue investigating the main hypotheses raised in Part 1 
(‘painless’). Here, the chosen word is ‘boiling’ and the emphasis of our search will fall on the 
relative frequency of both its literal sense and its possible loose uses.  
  

Chosen word set 

‘boiling’ 
 

Corpus used 

The Bank of English 
 

Method 

Concordance lines of ‘boiling’ independently of collocation.  
 
 
Types of continua expected 
 
Continua of literal and loose use  
Continua of types of loose use  
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Findings 
 
 

 

1. The lexical environment 

All the occurrences of ‘boiling’ as a phrasal verb (boiling away, boiling down etc) as well as its 
occurrences in multiword lexical items will be eliminated from our search.  

[initially I had eliminated ‘boiling’ as a phrasal verb only when used literally but this way I was 
favouring the frequency of metaphorical uses so I have now eliminated its occurrences as a 
phrasal verb in metaphorical utterances too] 
 

2. Table of relevant Raw Frequency of the word ‘Boiling’ 

 
Search by 
 

Concordances 

 
Boiling 
    

 
398 lines  [of which 66 lines eliminated as 
inapplicable or inconclusive] 

 
Overall  
 

 
 332 effective lines 

 
 
 
 
3. A Continuum of Literal and Loose uses 

3.1 Table of Raw Frequency of Literal and Loose uses 

 
Type of use Overall number of 

occurrences 
% 

Literal use 164 49.4% 
Literal use or Approximation  47 14.2% 
Literal use or Hyperbole 1  
Approximation 4  
Approximation or Hyperbole -----       
Hyperbole  4  
Metaphor  80 24,1% 
Metaphor and Hyperbole 13  
Synecdoche 19  
 
Cases of Loose use 120 36.1% 

 

3.2 Table of Relative Frequency of Literal and Loose uses in % 

 
Type of use 
 

Frequency in % 
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Literal use 49.4% 
Loose use 36.1% 
L or A 14.2% 

 

4. General 

All the findings in this section are in line with the hypotheses and findings of the first part of 
our search (‘painless’). Note that the given word occurs with higher frequency in its loose 
senses.  The frequency of interpretations in which either a literal or an approximate 
interpretation would be equally satisfactory constitute only 1/5 of all interpretations involving 
literal meaning.  

 
4.1 Synecdoche 

The classical rhetorical trope of synecdoche occurs relatively frequently, mainly due to 
expressions such as ‘the boiling kettle’ or ‘the boiling pot’.  

The partial overlap of the definition of synecdoche with metonymy and its being alien to the 
idiom of the project is definitely a problem. I feel it is important to clear up this matter before I 
proceed to a further search. 

Since last week I have reconsidered a number of examples which in my first search I treated 
as literal. Examples such as: 
 
2 cooking up chicken drumsticks, baking potatoes or boiling rice or pasta for salads. 
Sandwich fillings. 
 
Initially I took such instances of ‘boiling’ as literal but then it occurred to me that what this 
string actually means is COOK RICE OR PASTA IN BOILING WATER. If all uses of ‘boiling’ 
as a transitive verb (where the object is not water or other boilable liquid) are to be interpreted 
in this way I think the correct line of interpretation is to treat them as cases of synecdoche/ 
metonymy since it is not the rice or other object that is boiling but rather the water which 
contains it. What do you think? 
 
 
4.2 Metaphor  
 
The metaphorical uses of ‘boiling’ relate to the following contextual domains:  
 

 [conceptual metaphors of] anger and emotional frustration, 
 
19 … The brothers, seemingly stable, are absolutely boiling inside with various frustrations… 
 
236 …. Though Abasio and Arakny were boiling with impotent rage, Olly was silent and 
pale… 
 
 

 excessive heat,  
 
18 … This summer is promising to be long and boiling… 
 
 

 tension,  
 
17 …Cup final, against anyone Pakistan relations almost at boiling point?… 
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 and finally [kinaesthetic metaphors of motor activity relating to the] movement of 
water or clouds,  

 
10  …several small boats disappeared in boiling seas and winds of up to 154km/h off the 
southern… 
 
233 … tiles laid in swirling patterns as of flame or boiling cloud or the movement of blown 
leaves… 

 

4.3 A few problems with the range of different water temperatures denoted by the strict 
expression ‘boiling water’  
 
The decision on whether ‘boiling water’ is used strictly or loosely calls upon encyclopaedic 
knowledge relating to the contexts in which the given word occurs. 
 
In a recipe for pasta or making a poached egg for instance a receiver with relevant knowledge 
would take ‘boiling’ at face value. Here the term is certainly used strictly, since if the water is 
not really boiling the egg-white will spread in the water and the egg will not come out in one 
piece. But in other contexts it seems equally or more reasonable to take the term 
approximately or even hyperbolically: very hot -but not strictly speaking boiling water- for 
example is more than fine when blanching/ softening a wide range of vegetables, dissolving 
gelatine, stock cubes etc. I guess the reason why the strict term ‘boiling’ is used in those 
cases is because it appears safer than saying ‘very hot water’; opinions as to what constitutes 
‘very hot water’ might vary significantly but one cannot claim the same about ‘boiling water’. 
 
4 …finely slice the well washed leek and blanch it in boiling water for 1 minute. 
5 … melt the powdered gelatine in 2-3 tablespoons boiling water. 
67… cubes into a jug and make up to 600ml (1 pint) with boiling water. Stir well until the stock 
cubes are completely 
 
As a result I have identified 34 examples in which either a literal or an approximate 
interpretation would be good enough. Whether a hearer will take the term in one sense or the 
other clearly depends on the pertinent knowledge she will bring to bear.  
 
In other cases it seems a bit harder to sustain the literal interpretation: 
 
23… a team of dedicated officers and helpers load urns of boiling water, bags of sandwiches, 
sometimes with cakes 
37 …cake with the icing, smoothing with a knife dipped in boiling water. 
 
In 23 it is highly unlikely that the water in the urn is 100 °C hot. To fill the urn the water must 
be removed from the heat which would cause its temperature to drop. Then a further fall in 
temperature would be expected because of the heat escaping from the urn. The use of boiling 
here is either approximate or hyperbolic.  
 
Example 37 refers to a common technique for preparing a knife before slicing or smoothing. 
But the water doesn’t necessarily have to be 100 °C hot for such a purpose. It doesn’t even 
have to be near 100 °C. If you bring this assumption to bear you are likely to interpret the 
term as either a rough approximation or a hyperbole. The same goes for example 75: 
 
75… saffron mayonnaise. Cover the saffron with 15ml (1 tbsp) boiling water and leave to 
stand for 15min. 
 
But, I was more concerned with some of the examples in which encyclopaedic knowledge 
dictates that ‘boiling’ could not have been used literally except by mistake.  
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48… vegetable oil / seasoning Clean the lentils in boiling water, then boil for a quarter of an 
hour until soft. 
 
What would be the purpose of ‘cleaning’ the lentils in boiling rather than cold water? I don’t 
have the answer myself and I am inclined to treat this example as a mistake. 
 
Now take the following line which seems to refer to a method of gently heating sauces over 
very hot water (bain-marie)  
 
321 …For sauce, melt chocolate with syrup and water over boiling water, then beat until 
smooth. Pour over pudding. 
 
There is one important way in which the use of the strict term here differs from that of the 
previous paragraph: in cases such as those described in the first 4 paragraphs, boiling the 
water all the way through would simply be a redundancy given that very hot water but not 
strictly speaking ‘boiling’ would also do the job. However, in ex. 321 and other cases the use 
of boiling water will not merely amount to redundancy of effort. Rather, literally boiling water 
would be way too hot for the given purpose as it would thicken the chocolate and make it 
taste bitter.   
 
The same goes for other examples such as 7 that do not relate to cookery: 
 
7 …and chest. Add 10 drops of friar's balsam to 500ml boiling water and inhale fumes, then 
mop face with a cold 
 
Boiling water is inadequately hot for inhaling purposes. The pot must always be removed from 
the heat before starting to inhale the fumes. But then it is not strictly speaking boiling any 
more, is it? 
 
So, either the use of ‘boiling’ in these cases is a mistake or it must be taken in anything but its 
strict literal sense.  
 
In overall, our sample reveals that the strict expression ‘boiling water’ is used for water 
temperatures that range from literally boiling (in making pasta) to approximately boiling (in 
blanching asparagus or making bain-marie) to hyperbolically boiling (when one claims that he 
drank his tea boiling hot).  
 
 
4.4 What is the literal meaning of ‘boiling’ in everyday use? 
 
How possible is it that the receiver of all literal or approximate utterances of ‘boiling’ will have 
a chart of boiling points for liquids and a thermometer in hand ready to submerge it in the 
allegedly boiling liquid? Are we thus right to say that in all informal / non laboratory-precision 
conditions ‘boiling’ simply means something intuitive and slightly loose along the lines of 
‘when a liquid starts to bubble’?  
 
 

Search by ‘Boiling’ 

[numbering according to Wordbanks version without alphabetical sorting of lines] 
 
 
Orthographic Conventions 
 
L = LITERAL USE 
 

N = NARROWING A= APROXIMATION /   = and in parallel 

H = HYPERBOLE MY = METONYMY MR = METAPHOR TT=TRIVIAL TRUTH 
L -> SYNECDOCHE = 
synecdochical uses of 
boiling as a transitive verb 
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with non-liquid object 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Line  Pragmatic 
process  

1 Poached eggs come out well in a small dish using boiling water. No rings 
please. No boiled eggs either 

L 

2 cooking up chicken drumsticks, baking potatoes or boiling rice or pasta for 
salads. Sandwich fillings 

L -> SYN 

3 the murder of his best friend. But the action hits boiling point when his 
character becomes embroiled in a 

MR 

4 finely slice the well washed leek and blanch it in boiling water for 1 minute. 
Take a little of the poaching 

L or A 

5 water, or melt the powdered gelatine in 2-3 tablespoons boiling water. 
Return the milk to the saucepan, beat in the  

L or A 

6  that keeps the entertainment simmering (if not exactly boiling over) 
for two hours. Special effects are quite 

MR 

7 and chest. Add 10 drops of friar's balsam to 500ml boiling water and inhale 
fumes, then mop face with a cold 

L or A 

8 Alex andria) Bay, Tea Tree. I love Tea Tree and the Boiling Pot when it is 
big we don't worry about the rocks we 

SYN 

9  would rip off the legs of a nice green frog or pour boiling garlic butter into 
the shell of a snail? The same 

L or A 

10 were missing after several small boats disappeared in boiling seas and 
winds of up to 154km/h off the southern 

MR 

11 absconder but the inner turmoil is rapidly reaching boiling point. This 
scene and a pleasingly non-gimmicky ` 

MR 

12 OBERHARDT B RI SBANE'S disabled drivers are reaching boiling point 
as more and more able-bodied motorists steal 

MR 

13 in one chop. And women's underwear which shreds when boiling water is 
poured on them to avoid the embarrassment of 

L 

14 parts of shallots in sauce and bring wine sauce just to boiling point, pour 
scallops. Serve hot. DONNELLY 

L 

15  processed ginger 2 limes 250g raw sugar 1.2 litres boiling water 1 
teaspoon dry yeast 75ml lukewarm water In a 

L 

16 and strips of lime peel and the sugar. Pour on the boiling water. In a small 
bowl, sprinkle the yeast over 

L 

17 Cup final, against anyone Pakistan relations almost at boiling point? 
Unless the bribery affair is completely 

MR 

18 conditions. This summer is promising to be long and boiling, so are 
Department of Primary Industries officers and 

MR/  H 

19 The brothers, seemingly stable, are absolutely boiling inside with various 
frustrations which happily keep 

MR 

20 your hands before touching food. Treat water by boiling for 10 minutes 
and by using water-purifying tablets 

L 

21 is in the skin so try baking them in their jackets or boiling them with their 
skins on. Cassava, plantain and yams 

L 

22 by women in which they have to put their hands into near-boiling water to 
catch the filaments from the softened cocoons 

@ 

23 a team of dedicated officers and helpers load urns of boiling water, bags 
of sandwiches, sometimes with cakes and  

L or A  

24 is) sterilise your drinking water. You can do this by boiling the water or by 
using sterilisation tablets. Milk  

L 
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25 volcanic activity has created thermal springs and boiling mud pools. 
Terciera/Sao Jorge Next, a  

SYN  

26 he Earth's crust is still a blistering commotion of boiling mud pools, 
steaming geysers and gushing lava.  

SYN  

27 the Earth's crust is wafer-thin; thermal springs and boiling mud-pools are 
commonplace and the air is pungent with  

SYN  

28 Diffuser - Prevent food from burning, sticking or boiling over - just 
by placing the Heat Diffuser over your 

@ 

29 quality sieves, that will withstand the temperature of boiling water. D 3" 
Dia. (8cm), 4 3/4" Dia. (12cm), 6 1/4" 

L 

30 transfer straight from the freezer into a pan of boiling water, pressure 
cooker or microwave and are ideal for  

L 

31 are the ultimate in elegance, most offer timesaving fast boiling options 
and all are designed so as to make them easy 

L 

32 room in your home. Whether you are preparing, frying, boiling or 
steaming, the most enticing smells will become  

L 

33 5-7 minutes, turning once. 5 Meanwhile cook asparagus in boiling, salted 
water for 4-5 minutes until just tender. Drain 

L or A 

34 Sweden/1935/75 mins) Tuesday October 18 6.15 BOILING POINT The 
success of Japanese phenomenon Takeshi 

MR 

35 has led to a belated release for his second film, Boiling Point. The story of 
an amateur baseball player and 

@ 

36 M&S sugar-snap peas, managetout or fine beans in boiling water, cool 
under cold water and toss in extra virgin 

L or A 

37 cake with the icing, smoothing with a knife dipped in boiling water. 
Decorating your cake. Firstly, the 

L or A  

38 New foreign language films include Takeshi Kitano's Boiling Point (25 -- 
27 Oct), Ma Saison Preferee (4 -- 8 Nov) 

@ 

39 Sight & Sound Tue 25 -- Thu 27 Oct Boiling Point (18) Dir: Takeshi Kitano 
(Japan 1990 96mins 

@ 

40 for steaming vegetables but which is also ideal for boiling large servings 
of rice or pasta. No colander is 

L-> SYN 

41 it ideal for timing all sorts of everyday dishes, from boiling an egg to 
baking a cake. 3" × 2". 256 60- 

L-> SYN 

42 tips steam gently and the plumper ends soften near the boiling water. 
Available in two capacities, 6 pint and 9 pint, 

L 

43 safer and much easier than juggling with large pans of boiling water and a 
colander. Fits into any pan 7&3/4" in 

L 

44 use. Comes with failsafe thermal cut-out in the event of boiling dry. 
Our equally advanced 2-slot toaster has a 

@ 

45 to garnish Cook cauliflower in lightly salted boiling water for 10-15 
minutes until just tender adding 

L 

46 with sunflower oil, grated Pepper Cook pasta in boiling water, according 
to instructions on pack. Drain. Boil 

L 

47 THE LAST SEDUCTION 18 Dir. John Dahl 22 - 27 October BOILING 
POINT 18 Dir. Takeshi Kitano 25 - 27 October ET: 

@ 

48 vegetable oil / seasoning Clean the lentils in boiling water, then boil for a 
quarter of an hour until soft. 

Mistake? @ 

49 stir well Add lentils (and any water left from boiling - don't throw away all 
that flavour). Simmer until 

L 

50 actually. You can taste the meat and veg through the boiling oil - with the 
kind of fragrant nan they can only get 

L 

51 plastic with a foam filled liner, it will withstand boiling water while the 
outside remains cool. Terracotta 

L 

52 GRAVY SEPARATOR/STRAINER Simply pour hot (not boiling) gravy into 
the jug, wait for the fat to rise, then 

L 
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53 This British made Betterware jug will also withstand boiling water. number 
and price WHISK A 

L 

54 BOILED EGG LIFTER Lower your egg into boiling water and retrieve 
SAFELY when boiled, with this 

L 

55 mixed salad, new potatoes in a bag which you plunge into boiling water 
for 3 minutes, no peeling or scraping, and of 

L or A 

56 fit the lid. When sterile, rinse out (or sterilize with boiling water) and add 
about two tablespoons of malt extract. 

L 

57 two tablespoons of malt extract. Add a small amount of boiling water to 
dissolve it, then half fill with cold water, 

L or A 

58 Ilford. BOTANOMANCY Here we are, all boiling quince seeds in a bag, 
soaking horsetail in almond 

? @ 

59 soft mucilaginous substance which they readily impart to boiling water 
making it look like white of egg. The seeds have 

L 

60 has turned her kitchen into a hive of activity, mixing, boiling and creating 
lotions and potions of rare and unique 

L 

61 tea. Warm the teapot before adding the tea. Add boiling water from the 
kettle onto the tea. Always allow 

L 

62 the year, Safeway offer the ideal choice whether you're boiling, baking, 
roasting or preparing a potato salad. 

L 

63 prick 675g (1½lb) new potatoes. Cook in enough boiling water to just 
cover, topped with a lid, until tender. 

L 

64 a 3-day festival marked by pilgrimages and the ritual boiling of new rice. 
New Year is the most popular festival 

L 

65 saving design is economical in use allowing high-speed boiling. The 
Super Kettle has a thermostatically-controlled 

L 

66 tbsp) chopped fresh parsley 1 Cook the potatoes in boiling, salted water 
until tender. 2 Whisk together the 

L 

67 cubes into a jug and make up to 600ml (1 pint) with boiling water. Stir well 
until the stock cubes are completely 

L or A 

68 corn or drain the canned corn. Blanch the fresh corn in boiling, salted 
water for 1min. Drain and refresh under cold 

L 

69 cover tightly with a piece of foil. Place over a pan of boiling water and 
steam for 5-7min until piping hot. Toss in 

L 

70 fresh coriander or parsley 1 Cook the noodles in boiling, salted water, 
according to manufacturer's 

L 

71 until just cooked. Drain; cool. Blanch asparagus in boiling, salted water 
until just cooked. Drain; refresh under  

L or A 

72 and add 45ml (3tbsp) water and heat slowly, without boiling, until the 
sugar dissolves. Bring to the boil and boil 

L 

73 sized chunks, slices or florets and cook in plenty of boiling salted water 
for about 6min, or until tender but still 

L 

74 pips. Cool, then chill. 2 Cover the nectarines with boiling water, leave for 
1min, drain, then plunge into cold 

L or A 

75 saffron mayonnaise. Cover the saffron with 15ml (1 tbsp) boiling water 
and leave to stand for 15min. Strain and keep 

L or A 

76 Season. 2 Prepare the stuffing. Cook the rice in boiling, salted water until 
tender; drain well. Peel and dice 

L 

77 and peeled carrots into ribbons. 2 Cook the pasta in boiling, salted water, 
adding the vegetable ribbons 1min 

L 

78 loose sun-dried tomatoes (not packed in oil), soak in boiling water for 
15min. 350g (12oz) fine French beans 

L or A  

79 olive oil 1 Top, tail and halve the beans. cook in boiling, salted water for 
about 6min. Drain. 2 Meanwhile, 

L 

80 paddle boat in a suck hole and held underwater by the boiling currents for 
a few seconds before their life-jackets 

MR 
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81 from this tap can be used for drinking and cooking (boiling vegetables in 
filtered water improves their taste and 

L-> SYN 

82 sticks to garnish 1 Scrub the potatoes and cook in boiling salted water 
until just tender. 2 Cut the potatoes 

L 

83 stalk on if possible. 2 Put the pepper halves into boiling water for 8 min 
and drain. 3 Grill the bacon until 

L 

84 thirds. Add the cream and, once the sauce has reached boiling point, 
remove the pan from the heat and lightly whisk 

L 

85 22 November With tempers and emotions almost at boiling point, it is 
important to take one step at a time. All 

MR 

86 Just fill the Babycare Travel Bottle Warmer with boiling water, screw 
down the stopper and fit the special lid 

L or A  

87 for 10 min. 8 Put the beansprouts into a pan of boiling water, leave for 1 
min and then drain. 9 Drain the 

L or A  

88 and cook for a further 15 min. 5 Cook the noodles in boiling salted water 
until tender. Drain and serve with the 

L 

89 have had to think up new ways of keeping the pot boiling. Some are 
holding sales abroad - with varying success. 

SYN 

90 feeding bottle. All you do is fill the flask with boiling water before you go 
out. When you need to warm a 

L or A  

91 bowl until thick and pale. 2. Heat milk until just boiling then very gradually 
whisk into egg mixture. 3. 

L 

92 place heatproof bowl over the top, making sure that the boiling water isn't 
touching the base of the bowl. 4. Cook 

L 

93 5 Return the mixture to the pan and heat gently, without boiling, until it 
thickens enough to coat the back of a wooden 

L 

94 for 2-3min until soft. Blanch the broccoli in slated, boiling water for 20sec, 
then rinse and drain well. Mix 

L or A 

95 Bake for 35-40min until golden. 5 Dip tomatoes in boiling water, cool and 
skin. Deseed and chop finely. Cook 

L or A  

96 Falling In Love With You'-and do you know, I can't. So boiling it 
down, I liked it. LISA HOFTIJZER 

@ 

97 to be a revolutionary marriage of digital-dance and boiling rock. And The 
Devil You Know' simply shimmies by with 

MR 

98 in a car. It's much, much easier one-to-one than in the boiling cauldron of 
family life. One of my ex-stepmothers-in- 

MR 

99 black pepper Place tomatoes in a bowl and cover with boiling water to 
loosen skins. Peel quickly and keep whole. 

L or A 

100 a tomato and cucumber salad. Cook pasta in plenty of boiling salted 
water - add a little oil to the water to stop 

L 

101 lamb shanks on top. Reduce the lamb gravy by fast boiling to 
concentrate its flavour; or deglaze the pot with 

L 

102 to concentrate its flavour; or deglaze the pot with boiling water, as 
appropriate, and pour the flavoursome juices 

L 

103 things didn't seem to be getting any better. On a boiling-hot Jamaican 
morning, Greenidge and Haynes were making 

MR/ H 

104 I'd rather dress as a spring chicken than a clapped-out boiling fowl any 
day. So am I cutting my hair? No. Am I at 

? @ 

105 stand, covered, for 1 hour. Drain and cover with fresh boiling water. 
Cover and boil for 1 1/2 hours or until bite 

L 

106  4. Ingredients LIST Add rice to boiling water or stock, season, cover 
and bring back to boil. 

L 

107  4. Ingredients LIST Cook pasta in boiling water for specified time. Pod 
beans (removing skin 

L 

108  chicken slices in this glaze. Meanwhile, blanch beans in boiling salted 
water for 4-6 minutes until bite-tender. Drain, 

L or A 
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109 4. Ingredients LIST Add burghul to boiling salted water in a large 
saucepan. Bring back to boil, 

L 

110 Serves 4-6. Ingredients LIST Place boiling water and salt flakes in a 
large, shallow pan. Add 

L 

111 golden and crisp. Put aside. Skin tomatoes by placing in boiling water for 
1 minute, refresh under cold water and slip 

L or A 

112 olive oil. SEASONED TIPS Salt raises the boiling point of water, so add 
salt after water comes to the 

L 

113 Heat the milk and vanilla pod together until almost boiling. Remove from 
the heat, cover and leave to infuse for 

L 

114 Drop the baits into a flour sieve and put into a pan of boiling water for 
three minutes. Remove the sieve and shake 

L 

115 are somewhat vulnerable if thoroughly abused). Boiling everything 
down, my overall verdict will probably 

@ 

116 water overnight sowing and some gardeners like to pour boiling water 
along the seed drill just before sowing. It is 

L or A ? 

117 to its use by the Indians of that scarlet blooms in boiling water to make a 
refreshing drink. It was also drunk by 

L or A ? 

118 Call It What It You Want screeems Rebel Without A Pause boiling kettle 
noises, warnings about the fascists and 

SYN 

119 to burn you with the plates, it's true! They'd hand you boiling hot plates 
and try to burn your hands. I had a fight 

H  

120 is that butane boils at 3 degree C whereas propane's boiling point can 
be as low as minus 43 degree C. `Boiling' in 
 
[Boiling'  <<<<<   in this context is the term used to describe the temperature 
at which the LPG, which is in fact in liquid form inside its container, turns into 
a gas suitable for running your cooker.] 

@ 

121 s boiling point can be as low as minus 43 degree C. `Boiling' in this 
context is the term used to describe the 

‘’ 

@ 

122 cocktail with a small proportion of propane to lower its boiling point and 
make it usable in colder weather. Such a 
 
‘’ 

@ 

123 Harvey Keitel is the ideal actor to play a cop who's boiling in a private 
hell of stumbled-through degradation, 

MR 

124 temperature of rock'n'roll has once again approached boiling point. Not 
since the angry years of the late Seventies 

MR 

125 also a prized delicacy. Before cooking, place in some boiling water to 
scald them, remove the skin and soak them for 

L or A 

126 skin with the dark soy sauce. Soak the rice in 6fl oz of boiling water for 
20-25 minutes. Soak the dried mushrooms in 

L 

127 favourite and can be speedily soaked and softened with boiling water. 
Extra sprays should be given when there are 

L 

128 designers Ann Demeulemeester and martin Margiela the boiling, 
shrinking and weaving of wool has become an essential 

L-> SYN 

129 that is, `Wild America' breaks across your head like a boiling tsunami of 
toxic surf. Quite simply the best s lice of 

MR 

130  less than 500 copies were ever pressed), gets it to boiling point, while 
the other contributors-Weird MC, J.J., MC 

MR 

131 weather and more volatile fuels: UK market fuels were boiling at lower 
temperatures. This causes vapour lock 

L 

132 specification for petrol having a considerably higher boiling point. 
Practical points You can adjust 

L 
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133 remember it acts as a coolant as well as a lubricant. Boiling may also be 
caused by a faulty radiator pressure cap: 

L 

134 which are specially designed to reduce the risk of water boiling 
over, also have air-relief vents to prevent the pans ` 

@ 

135 vents to prevent the pans `chattering' as their contents boiling. The 15 
piece collection costs from around £ 26 

L 

136 peas 2 chicken stock cubes 1 1/2 pints (900ml) boiling water 2oz (50g) 
butter 3tbsp plain flour 

L 

137 allspice Salt and black pepper 18 fl oz (500ml) boiling water 6oz (175g) 
cooked chicken, diced 2oz ( 

L 

138 for a minute or so. Ass rice, allspice, seasoning and boiling water. Bring 
to the boil. Stir in chicken pieces. 

L 

139 before starting to stir-fry immerse noodles in a pan of boiling water, 
remove from heat and leave to stand for the 

L 

140 cake has a crumbly texture, e.g. rock cakes. Boiling This old-fashioned 
method of making fruit cakes 

SYN 

141 fashioned method of making fruit cakes does not entail boiling the cake 
rather than baking it; some of the 

L 

142 Here you are. I'm boiling. Are you? MR 
143 if we can make the city centre lively vibrant a you know boiling 
over the people will will er are 

@ 

144 that you may buy. Erm when boiling vegetables I'm sure you all keep the 
water and use it 

L-> SYN 

145 I I've got you. Then pour a cup of boiling water over four ounces of 
chopped 

L or A  

146 all the bows and what-have-you and it's wool and it's boiling hot down 
there in the disco but I am going there 

MR/ H 

147 tea? Yes. Is it boiling? Er 152-158 L 
148 Yeah okay. turn the eggs off now they've been boiling for about twenty 
minutes. All right then. 

L / SYN 

149 a sudden shock all over me. He had taken a saucepan of boiling water 
and thrown it over my naked leg and bodice 

L 

150 about sixty-eight and the way that was Yeah. boiling up. Well they 
were they they were 

@ 

151 Hot dear? Boiling water. Serves you right. L or A? 
152 dump that back with all the juice and all the liquid the boiling liquid. Then 
you put all the stuff you've collected 

L 

153 to have to set that going and get that boiling before you could start and 
Yeah. do t' 

L 

154 we call them set pots you had to have them full of boiling water when 
they were killing pigs. Mm. 

L or A? 

155 mash which was a slice of bread peppered and salted and boiling water 
poured over it. That was their meal that was the 

L or A 

156 kids so as they can have them without boiling them hard. Personally I 
You 

L-> SYN 

157 re saying it. Right. And and boiling peop ge getting people down to very MR 
158 of run off Yeah. the water'll start boiling away. You know Yeah. @ 
159 Right I think it's helping to keep it keep the pot boiling a little bit but it's 
it's very much on 

SYN 

160 erm you're doing it You're changing small things like boiling a kettle 
which everybody does however rich or not you 

SYN 

161 hot sweats and that. Sort of having my blood f blood boiling sort of thing 
Mm What do you 

MR 

162 Mm. Mm You know that that's what it's boiling down to and when 
you've got such an unreliable cab 

@ 

163 hour. Just sat there in Hi MX Now then boiling hot weather Do you want MR/ H 
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MX to take that card for 
164 s the one who left us sat on t' bus for an hour and t' boiling hot sunshine 
But whe now we've 

MR/ H 

165 Erm farm cottage kitchen the kettle is boiling as Joan prepares 
breakfast. There is a suggestion of 

SYN 

166 swish it around water swishing No it's boiling It'll be all right when it's 
mixed in with the 

L 

167 bothered about it Popcorn Yeah boiling Have you Yeah. It has ev 

[<M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> Have you had some popcorn <M0X> <ZGY> <M0X> 
<ZGY> Mars bar party. Hee hee <F0X> <ZGY> do you want some of my 
<ZGY> caramel or <X0X> <tc text=laughs> <F0X> No. I'm not bothered 
about it <F0X> Popcorn <M0X> Yeah <M0X> <ZGY>  >>>>>  boiling  <<<<<  
<F0X> Have you <M0X> Yeah. It <ZGY> <F0X> <ZGY> has ev <ZGY> girls 
had some <ZGY> <M0X> It's all fucking soggy <M0X> <tc text=laughs> 
<M0X> Save some for the girls then <M0X> <tc text=laughs> <M0X> <ZGY> 
<M0X> Sorry <M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> It's er for]       

@ 

168 Yeah. I read No I need a pen Oh and that's boiling Ah Get off 

[d <F0X> Will you shut up moaning <F0X> <ZGY> <F0X> Yeah <M0X> I 
need a pen <F0X> Red on red <F0X> Yeah <F0X> Everyone's moaning 
<M01> I know <M0X> Is it caramel again <M01> Are you ready <M0X> 
Yeah. I read <M0X> No I need a pen <M0X> Oh and that's  >>>>>  boiling  
<<<<<   <ZGY> <M0X> Ah <F0X> <ZGY> <M0X> Get off <ZGY> <M0X> 
Oh yeah.  <ZGY> local hero <M0X> <tc text=sings> Can you see the light 
<M01> <ZGY> <M0X> <tc text=squawks> <M0X> Oh whoops a daisy. I've 
got the answer book here. Sh.  <ZGY> <M01> <ZGY> are you ]     

@ 

169 or anything Okay Okay. It might be worth boiling it again actually 
because it boiled quite a while 

L 

170 bad as the bones are boiling the animal bones. They made soap and all 
that 

L-> SYN 
 

171 We hadn't worn the coats. It was boiling hot weather been And it was 
nowhere near 

MR/ H 

172 Yeah boiling it in John Smith's. Do you mind. L 
173 Wells adds that they steam vegetables, `rather than boiling and cooking 
them the old-fashioned way," to help 

L-> SYN 

174 and a handful of baking soda, followed by two quarts of boiling water 
down your drain. 2. Surface and Glass 

L or A? 

175 or large mug, use one tea bag for each twelve ounces of boiling water. 
We recommend steeping Infusia teas for 4 

L 

176 is as delicious as the cup you buy in our store. 1 Boiling causes 
bitterness, so never boil coffee. It should be 

L 

177 coffee brewers. We don't recommend percolators, because boiling 
coffee makes it bitter. Beyond that, it's mostly a 

L 

178 the grounds, but rather water heated to just below boiling, the optimum 
temperature for flavor extraction. If 

L 

179 at top for hanging. References for room temperature, boiling and 
freezing points of water are marked on all but & 

L 

180 wide overall. These are nifty items and heat water to boiling fast enough 
even for a desperate Briton picture 

L 

181 many to be the best -- and only -- way. Fill with just-boiling water to 
preserve the oxygen, allow three minutes 

@ 

182 tea leaves or tea bags in the plastic filter basket. Add boiling water or 
leave it on the counter for sun tea. For cold 

L 

183 Separate the fat without fussing over the boiling-hot pot. Ladle the liquid 
into this measuring cup. Fat 

? @ 
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184 discontented as any other nationality. When they reach boiling-point, 
they cannot revolt against something called 

MR 

185 Bombadier Beetle defends itself by squirting an spray of boiling hot, 
irritating liquid from its abdomen. Prof Tom 

MR / H 

186 Akhromeyev described the Moldavian situation as nearing boiling point. 
The Dnestr region elections could well push the 

MR  

187 brilliant because it's very glutinous, but you boil the boiling water into it 
and it's about two tablespoons full to a 

L 

188 these very cool objects. But that liquid helium will be boiling away, 
does that mean that ISO will have a finite 

@ 

189 yes. Just like the IRAS telescope the helium's boiling away from 
the minute you launch, and the estimated 

@ 

190 afford to boil their water and they drink it without boiling. BEARD: Some 
farmers with land on the coast just south 

L 

191 haven't had to drink it yet, though he was talking about boiling it if we 
had to. Naylor: The returning hostages 

L 

192 and Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega had reached a boiling point by 
this date last year when residents of Panama 

MR 

193 tightened the lids before they plopped and bubbled in a boiling bath. 
Jars lined the kitchen counter to cool and 

L or A 

194 temperature gauge would indicate that the thing was boiling over, 
and I'd immediately pull over to the side to 

@ 

195 down to basically digging for roots in some areas and boiling roots, 
knowing that it's not particularly sustaining, 

L-> SYN 

196 I see it, it's like the first time. It gets my blood boiling. And I think 
everyone can sit there and imagine 

MR 

197 scale. The shocks unleashed a geyser of water and boiling mud, 
causing first- and second-degree burns among 36 

L  

198 Taser, an electric stun gun. He said he felt his blood boiling inside him. 
He described being struck on the right 

MR 

199 as to why we have a problem- trying to put the lid on a boiling pot 
without turning the heat down. SIEGEL: These 

SYN 

200 over in the time it takes to boil an egg. In fact, the boiling of an egg is 
central to the plot. Vera Frankl was in 

L-> SYN 

201 subject matter? Mr. REESE: It's the first time that boiling an egg has 
been made the center of an opera, and I 

L-> SYN 

202 Massachusetts, where he produces maple syrup. He's been boiling it 
almost non-stop for three and a half days, but he 

L 

203 the scene that we all read about when we were children- boiling up 
some of the sap and then spilling it on the snow? 

L 

204 voice, Henry murmured, `I believe the kettle's boiling." That's all right, I'll 
see to it," Mrs Bycraft 

SYN 

205 combat teams. Bring some more ice, this whisky is boiling hot, damn 
you!" Karima bowed, with folded hands, 

H 

206 was pent-up, but it was soon clear that her sense of boiling over 
was more to do with frustration than anger, 

@ 

207 she could no longer ignore them. They were literally `boiling over" 
in her bloodstream. We spent many weeks 

@ 

208 years ago, the oceans may have been at what is now boiling point 
100.C. This is not a guess: there are bacteria 

L 

209 condense. Consequently Venus is covered with clouds of boiling 
sulphuric acid. There are other similarities. Both 

L 

210 light of the sun, in those fault lines where magma and boiling brines 
bubble up from the ocean crust, biologists 

L 

211 in the rivers and lakes nearby soared towards boiling point. More than 
two million creatures - mammals, 

L 
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212 the twentieth century that most travellers insisted on boiling all water. 
Far from the Sultan, the safari leader 

L 

213 make ugali. Boil (for one) a cup of water; when it is boiling, sprinkle in 
three or four tablespoons of the meal. ( 

L 

214 of the egg and put the bowl in a larger container of boiling water to melt 
the butter. Add a bit of boiling water 

L 

215 of boiling water to melt the butter. Add a bit of boiling water and as much 
sherry as the conflict of good 

L 

216 as Runyonesque as they were supposed to be. On one boiling day early 
in July, the cab in which I was travelling 

MR/ H 

217 restaurant in the world, it is thrown alive into boiling water." Hoare could 
only fall back on the argument 

L 

218 deformed bowl, and the rock had bubbled, too, just like boiling water. He 
found it hard to believe, yet he knew that 

L 

219 this. The later Mishnaic verb means `bubble up", used of boiling water - 
quite the wrong connotation for animals coming 

L 

220 the second, because that is farther, which is to say, by boiling 
down `cultural signs and symbols" into a warm, genial 

@ 

221 and the Beaver had been fired on. We really were in a boiling cauldron 
and I wondered if our overland party would 

MR 

222 riverbed. Already one of the Avon dinghies was in the boiling pit being 
hurled about like a cork in a washtub. The 

MR 

223 got the power to manoeuvre in these rushing currents and boiling water. 
In no time, one of the dinghies was ripped open  

 

MR 

224 in the entire river, the Yalala Falls. A mile of water boiling over 
terraces and through jagged rocks at frightening 

@ 

225 water. The river seemed to be alive with great bubbles boiling up from 
the depths and erupting on the surface. Then 

MR 

226 see exposed heads of jagged coral projecting from the boiling surf. 
Suddenly I saw something that was only visible 

MR? 

227 first part of 1986 supporting our overworked CHQ. On a boiling hot 
Christmas Day the venturers of the second Chilean 

MR/ H 

228 as he preferred to call it: the Sun Method and the Boiling Method. In the 
Sun Method, the best flower heads are 

@ 

229 why. It was for these flowers that he devised the Boiling Method. In this 
process, plant material (buds, cones, 

@ 

230 stage in the preparation, whether using the Sun or the Boiling Method, is 
to dilute the Mother Tincture in a further 

@ 

231 surging toward the high balcony like the rush of a boiling, inexorable 
wave. Qualary held her breath. Sometimes 

MR 

232 the stones talking if he were only quiet enough. Though boiling with 
rampant, muddy fury in the spring when fed by the 

MR 

233 tiles laid in swirling patterns as of flame or boiling cloud or the movement 
of blown leaves. The shallow 

MR 

234 out the pot before adding the tea leaves and pouring the boiling water 
over them. `The fifty-year rule happened then, 

L 

235 you know?' Arakny measured tea into the pot and poured boiling water 
over it. She shrugged. `I don't know that, as an 

L 

236 shut the door behind them. Though Abasio and Arakny were boiling with 
impotent rage, Olly was silent and pale. Why does 

MR 

237 conversation. It was a very good cup of tea: I drank it boiling hot and it 
did a great deal to settle me inside. When 

H 

238 than palm trees: hills, lumpy ones like bubbles in boiling toffee, some 
full, some burst, some subsiding back 

L 
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239 were machicolations from which molten lead or stones or boiling oil 
could be emptied upon invaders" heads. Inside the 

L   

240 morning with cold water carried up from the river and boiling water fresh 
from Suvarthamma's hearth. The latrine was 

L 

241 was then he knew that the simmering tension had reached boiling point. 
He'd seen the guard turn his rifle on the boy, 

MR 

242 a hundred and eight, and measuring altitude with special boiling-point 
thermometers concealed in walking sticks). But 

@ 

243 abbreviated C), is 273 kelvins (abbreviated K). The boiling point of 
water, 100°, is 373 K. A power plant 

L 

244 stage the heated water is ready to do its work. In a boiling-water reactor, 
it boils into steam, which is piped 

@ 

245 the water is kept under pressure to prevent it from boiling but allowing it 
to reach a very high temperature. Its 

L 

246 as fog, mist, clouds, and the stuff emerging from boiling water in 
teakettles. About 97 percent of the earth' 

L 

247 to become cold, but not too cold; warm, but short of boiling. Back full 
circle: The rock cycle creates a world in 

L 

248 the peaks, a tremendous thunderhead was rising, its top boiling in 
relentless slow motion into the stratosphere, its 

MR 

249 factly. `I'm leaving a hypodermic needle and a syringe boiling in a pan 
on the gas stove. Turn out the fire under it 

SYN 

250 was a ringing clatter of metal and a brown spout of boiling coffee, 
emitting a cloud of vapor splashed over the 

L or A 

251 of Eva. Gil smiled tolerantly and Cross found himself boiling with rage. 
He thinks I've never met a white girl 

MR 

252 kitchen door. Mama tripped and fell with the tray and boiling soup 
splashed all over her. But the white man wasn't 

L or H  

253 plate-glass window. At the other end, Laurie was pouring boiling water 
into the top of a big coffee urn. Snoot watched 

A 

254 block an older child is hospitalized. My mother begins boiling dishes, she 
buys glass straws. She takes Liddie and 

SYN 

255 t catch it. I spent hours - hours, I promise you - boiling dishes and 
sterilizing things the year Randall was 

SYN 

256 logic of the situation, even against the emotions I felt boiling up inside. 
Somehow, I lost it. I panicked. I let out 

MR 

257 my flask. I'm working," I said. I could feel the anger boiling over 
into shame, which was certainly running red into 

@ 

258 s usually got someone else in it, all those emotions boiling up 
inside. The way I've got it figured, Grace probably 

@ 

259 the Tigris. Despite the filth and a shortage of fuel for boiling tainted 
water, the river served as both communal well 

L 

260 and damp. So we dipped his darling head in a pot of boiling lead and we 
laid our darling Willie down to rest, and 

L 

261 After your passion has been brought to near the boiling point by your 
partner's lips and tongue, would you 

MR 

262 tortures of the Romans included skinning people alive, boiling them in 
water or oil, and applying red-hot metal to 

SYN 

263 those in the cities that would escalate protests to the boiling point. A 
Deal for Urban Votes By 1959 two 

MR 

264 town), some roasting, some lying and burning, and some boiling to feed 
our merciless enemies who were joyful enough  

? @ 

265 to give notice of the design, whereupon they fell to boiling of groundnuts 
and parching of corn (as many as had it) 

? @ 

266 jutted up out of them now like rocks in the middle of a boiling sea. Most 
of the houses in which we had grown up had 

MR 
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267 Forgive me!" The house filled with women. They were boiling pans of 
water. The screams rose to the welkin. The 

SYN 

268 it out. But the next crest crashed also. The tumbling, boiling flood of 
white water caught the boat and whirled it 

MR 

269 boil inside. I know I seem dreamy, but inside--well, I'm boiling! Whenever 
I pick up a shoe, I shudder a little 

MR 

270 silence. Doc: Hey, Jello Face, your coffee's boiling. Lenny going to 
check Oh, it 

L 

271 our little item, Mr. Zackery Botrelle could find himself boiling in some 
awfully hot water. So what I'm looking for 

MR 

272 of 1909, just when Pinchot's rage at Taft was at the boiling point over the 
latter's refusal to support Roosevelt's 

MR 

273 several indications that the movement was nearing the boiling point. In 
February, Malcolm X was murdered by a rival 

MR 

274 cat piss. He was already sweating in his leather jacket, boiling. His hair 
fell in limp, damp clumps. Although he had 

MR/ H 

275 coffee, the scent of sizzling butter, juice of berries boiling down 
and thickening on the stove, drew her out of 

@ 

276 digestive system, Kevin managed to keep his anger from boiling 
over until the Alive at Five cameraman had finished 

@ 

277 of hell aren't going to stop those sentiments from boiling over if 
you want them to." She sighed in prelude to 

@ 

278 they dissolve it in ammonia and heat it up. Instead of boiling away 
all their coke, what they're doing is essentially 

@ 

279 presence from now on. Grady was another story. He was boiling. Who 
the hell are you to tell me, a Federal law 

MR 

280 operations. I say this because inside he must have been boiling that day 
not so long ago when he called me up to his 

MR 

281 savage reprisals shattered morale in the PDF, already boiling with new 
coup rumors. Noriega, sinking into a 

MR 

282 on a trivet or rack in a roasting tin deep enough for boiling water to reach 
at least halfway up the loaf tin. Cook 

L 

283 Many have smashed it with their fists during blood-boiling toil on the 
footplate in high summer, humiliated that 

@ 

284 to trouble. Rich in chemical metaphor, Jose's novel is a boiling crucible 
of symbol, history and human relationships 

MR 

285 a sheer wall of water, crashing down 150ft into the boiling miasma. From 
above, the sight is even more impressive 

MR 

286 the apple bouncing off Newton's head or James Watts's boiling kettle. 
As reported in the press, the photo technician- 

SYN 

287 it succulent. The vinous braising liquid required more boiling down 
to rid it of its wateriness. It was served on 

@ 

288 writing. Paul and Marietta are at full stretch over a boiling orchestra 
virtually throughout, and you need an 

MR 

289 the real inferno that constitutes the planet itself a boiling, bubbling soup 
of liquid hydrogen. Attempting to 

[now hydrogen is literally boiling but it is only metaphorically a soup…] 

L 

290 Glenn Close decided to follow up her rabbit-boiling role as the vampish 
psychopath in Fatal Attraction 

@ 

291 in ranks like flitches of bacon, roasting in the sun and boiling in the 
Jacuzzis. Some older couples sat still and 

MR/ H 

292 sliced sprouts then chopped, vacuum-packed chestnuts and boiling 
water to cover. The pan is covered and the soup 

L 

293 a warning not to use hot taps while engineers pumped boiling water 
through pipes for a second time to try to 

L or A 
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294 you are aggressive and assertive But then `that boiling behaviour erupts 
into physical manifestations stomach 

MR 

295 SOAK THE BEANS in cold water overnight, or pour boiling water over 
them and soak for an hour. Rinse and drain 

L  

296 to serve the soup very hot, pouring it when practically boiling into 
earthenware soup bowls containing a splash of 

L 

297 leaves SOAK THE BEANS overnight in cold water or pour boiling water 
over them and soak for one hour, then drain 

L or A 

298 by the rain, an old man was sitting by an open hearth, boiling up a thin 
soup of seaweed from his roof". There is the 

L 

299 The debate is whether or not to include prunes. 1 boiling fowl or chicken, 
2-3lb 1 onion, quartered 1- 

? @ 

300 is so easy to use. Lay it in a roasting tin, pour over boiling water, leave 
for a few minutes, and it is ready. Dried 

L or A 

301 but I still think that it pays to cook it first in boiling water, and I've 
assumed that that is what you will do 

L 

302 made an effort to play down the more gruesome effects of boiling oil 
claymores and clouds of arrows hissing through the 

L 

303 The days when dogs were fed bowls of mush, made by boiling offal for 
hours, are now something only grandma can 

L-> SYN 
 

304 Secretary said the Government `felt a pain like drinking boiling water" 
over its decision to use public money. 

L 

305 Salt Pecorino (optional PUT THE ORECCHIETTE in boiling water and 
cook for about eight to ten minutes. Drop in 

L 

306 be baked, fried, mashed, chipped and sauteed. Straight boiling, 
however, is not such a hot idea once the potato has 

L 

307 would always be too high. Sublimation depends on the boiling point of 
the solid substance being lower than its 

L 

308 of a liberal Hampstead family, slowly simmering to boiling point, as they 
wait for the George and Margaret of the 

MR 

309 to pack snow around the radiator to prevent the car from boiling 
over, their efforts were rewarded with a standing 

@ 

310 toasted sesame oil SOAK THE mushrooms in a little boiling water for 30 
minutes and then drain and slice them, 

L or A 

311 the loss of service, inconvenience and expense of boiling water. The 
association has also asked the 

L 

312 Heat gently for a couple of minutes, but not to boiling point, then rub the 
pulp through a sieve into the 

L 

313 tumbled" along the swollen river, which churned like boiling lava. People 
were swept away like litter down a drain; 

L 

314 smooth, elegant nature. To blanch almonds Pour boiling water over the 
almonds and leave for about 2 minutes 

L 

315 that you would expect to be born out of the vat of boiling water that 
consumed his gas foreman father: it slowly 

? @ 

316 servicemen based in Japan. That resentment reached boiling point last 
September after three American servicemen 

MR 

317 two hefty on-side sixes before he was bowled driving at Boiling. The off 
spinner stuck well to his task, but the 

@ 

318 was the one bowler to show sustained hostility. Like Boiling, he cost 
fewer than two runs an over, a rare feat in 

@ 

319 cup of tea - guaranteed to produce a sudden gust tipping boiling water 
everywhere. By the end of our course we 

A 

320 and sugar. Heat on high for 1-2 minutes or until boiling and thick. Beat in 
the cream cheese fast. Whip 

L 

321 For sauce, melt chocolate with syrup and water over boiling water, then 
beat until smooth. Pour over pudding. 

A 
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322 DEVIL'S FOOD CAKE. 2oz cocoa powder pint boiling water, 6oz plain 
flour, tsp baking powder, 1 tbsn 

L 

323 mixture, stirring vigorously, then put bowl over pan of boiling water and 
cook, stirring, until it coats the back of a 

A 

324 required Gently melt chocolate over a pan of not-quite-boiling water. 
When it starts to melt round the edges, stir it 

@ 

325 Peel celeriac and cut into one-inch cubes. Cover with boiling water and 
cook until soft (about 20 minutes), mash and 

L or A 

326 in quarters without cutting into fruit. Cover with boiling water and leave 
for five minutes. Drain water and peel 

L or A 

327 England would have the World Cup simmering just below boiling point. 
This would increase the prospects of Australia, 

MR 

328 and trim the leeks and then slice them. Pour some of the boiling water 
into a saucepan, add the eggs and boil for 6 

L 

329 eggs and boil for 6 minutes. Pour the rest of the boiling water into 
another saucepan, add leeks and simmer for 

L 

330 size. For wheat or egg noodles, cook them in boiling salted water for 
three or four minutes until soft. 

L 

331 the teapot first. MAKE sure the water is really boiling before pouring it 
into the warmed pot. USE one 

L 

332 prepare the initial tisanes, pour a quarter of a pint of boiling water on two 
tea bags, cover and leave to infuse for 

L  

333 Put three tea bags in a deep glass bowl and cover with boiling water. 
Make a hood out of a towel and lean over the 

L 

334 sauce: Melt butter, add cream and heat slowly without boiling. Add 
lemon juice to taste and chopped fresh herbs. 

L 

335 all-over corpse look, and chopping up his victims for boiling. Let's hope 
he doesn't ask to join the sculpture 

L 

336 This is cut into squares which are plunged first into boiling, then freezing 
cold water. Then there's the 

L or A 

337 each out very thinly. Cook sheets one at a time in boiling salted water for 
2-3 minutes. Lasagne al forno 

L 

338 Coalisland residents and the Army moved a step closer to boiling point 
last night as the troubled Ulster town was 

MR 

339 before he attempted one sweep too many against James Boiling. 
Fleming gave early notice of his intentions by 

@ 

340 puncture the sightscreen with a straight- driven six off Boiling. But he 
was soon in danger of running out of 

@ 

341 Plunge the broccoli florets into lightly salted boiling water and cook for 
around 10 minutes, so that they are 

L 

342 is deserved because the game repeatedly bubbled to boiling point as the 
new laws - and Morrison's 

MR 

343  Jane Adams' pulse rate peaked at 137 during a blood-boiling 5 hour 
journey. New research shows that this kind  

@ 

344 Mix yolks with 140g of sugar until pale and creamy, pour boiling milk 
over. Return to heat, cook slowly until custard  

L or A 

345 in recent France v England games in Paris. Boiling But angry Moore 
said: `I find Berbizier's  

MR 

346 benefit. But last night locals from both sides were boiling with rage. 
Disabled Mary Fallon, who got the  

MR 

347 hate me. Virginia says IT sounds as if you're a boiling kettle which has to 
let off steam on a regular basis  

SYN 

348 later, bowled by Mark Butcher as the run chase reached boiling point. 
Somerset, set 288 to win, kept in touch  

MR 

349 was last night fighting for life after being covered in boiling wax his father 
was using to coat doors. Seven  

L 
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350 is one of those pot-boilers that seems in dire danger of boiling over 
completely, but the performances save it by a  

@ 

351 lobbed this thing with unerring accuracy. The whole boiling window 
came in on me. Fortunately I turned my head  

? @ 

352 the fish fingers were burning and the baked beans were boiling 
over, so forgive me for not answering immediately but  

@ 

353 removed METHOD: Oil 8 ramekins. Cook the artichokes in boiling salted 
water for about 15 minutes or until soft. Drain  

L 

354 Then next day,dissolve the cocoa powder in 1 tbsp of boiling water. Stir 
in the toasted almonds. into the marinated  

L or A 

355 decision. An insider said: `The temperature is reaching boiling point. The 
Home Secretary is demanding answers but no  

MR 

356 basically decent man that he cannot recognise them. Boiling When 
Catherine falls for wife Beatrice's Sicilian  

? @ 

357 wrong there as a role model - with the contradictions boiling inside 
surfacing in explosive bursts. Charlotte  

MR 

358 blanc and keep warm. Cook 5 medium new potatoes in boiling salted 
water until tender. Slice, season and keep  

L 

359 milk, skin it and keep warm. Poach egg in small pan of boiling water with 
1 tsp white wine vinegar added. Make bed of  

L 

360 TV presenters Anna Ford and Jeremy Paxman were boiling mad when 
they discovered their favourite tea lady was  

MR 

361 off to Thailand on honeymoon, Sara said: `My blood was boiling. They 
should have told her the room was ours and  

MR 

362 Surrey are even under fire from former player James Boiling, who may 
face disciplinary action after accusing  

@ 

363 Riders argue that helmets are extremely uncomfortable in boiling heat, 
raising body temperatures to almost unbearable  

MR/ H 

364 and cooked for about an hour in a pan of fresh water - boiling for 10 
minutes to start. The amount of chilli  

L 

365 In the world of showbiz, too, tempers were reaching boiling point. Take 
That, the so-called Fab Five, became the  

MR 

366 juice grate rind off first and save it) to a pan of boiling water and bring to 
a immer. 2. Add the asparagus  

L 

367 said racial tension in Euston north London, had reached `boiling point" 
when the innocent boy was murdered. Mrs  

MR 

368 racial tension in Euston, north London, had reached `boiling point" when 
the innocent, chubby boy was murdered. 

MR 

369 simple and easy. Once the eggs have been added to the boiling stock, 
make sure the soup does not boil again or the  

L or A 

370 season to taste. Heat through for 2-3 minutes without boiling, serve with 
croutons. Taken from Aldo Zilli's Quick  

L 

371 an ugly brawl involving every player brought the game to boiling point. 
The flashpoint came when Lincoln keeper Barry  

MR 

372 providing support for each other as their seasons reach boiling point. He 
said: `I speak every week with my old friend  

MR 

373 eastenders is all about confrontation and this one began boiling up 
nicely from the moment Cindy glared at Ian across  

@ 

374 fish by lifting them from an aquarium as water neared boiling point in a 
fire at a house in Tooting, South-East  

L 

375 what she means. HER dramatic performance as the bunny boiling nutter 
in Fatal Attraction was superb. She showed a  

@ 

376 a lunatic lunge at Peter Schmeichel when, with the blood boiling and the 
patience running out, he made a lethal, double-  

MR 

377 a cool head as their battle to beat the drop reaches boiling point. mcleish 
said: `The papers and the TV have been  

MR 
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378 to be washed down with warm water, he was doused with a boiling 
bowlful by mistake. He was rushed to hospital in  

L or A 

379 s in land of nod - Pages 40, 41 Garry keeps spot boiling; Football; Match 
report 15 April 1998  

MR 

380 in. I was handed a list of streets I had to sweep. I was boiling mad and 
left the barrow in the car park and went home.  

MR 

381 We also revealed how inmates made their own home brew by boiling the 
hooch" on radiator pipes in their cells. 8042  

L 

382 Dear Sun; Letter 21 April 1998 I WAS boiling mad about the DSS telling 
Adele to get a job. Are  

MR 

383 banished to the stand as the fever-pitch season reached boiling point. 
Kilmarnock chief Bobby Williamson and his  

MR 

384 presence of Chris Eubank in the crowd that got the blood boiling. By luck 
rather than judgment, the spell passed  

MR 

385 been Derby who were the more committed. Things were just boiling 
over when Arsenal found someone to sort out the  

@ 

386 s life, the World Cup. Shearer's frustration is boiling over and it has 
never happened to him before. Sure, he  

@ 

387 than the water you tested. And so you get hit by that boiling or freezing 
blast. WHY DO YOU NEVER FIND A FOUR-LEAFED  

H 

388 a new life. The feud between Sam and Tiegan reaches boiling point. 
BROOKSIDE LINDSEY and Peter  

MR 

389 14 May 1998 A MUM who scalded a party guest with boiling water when 
he called her a `whore" walked free from  

MR 

390 went to the loo. He dipped it in batter, cooked it in boiling oil and served 
it to the owner with chips, salad and a  

L 

391 mystery attack 23 May 1998 Man throws boiling water A BOY of six was 
in hospital with horrific burns  

L or A 

392 horrific burns last night after an adult attacker hurled boiling water over 
him. Denis Smith was playing in his garden  

L or A 

393 turned on. By the time we got home he was close to boiling point. No 
sooner were we through the door than he was  

MR 

394 tax exiles. But he is certain that Mel B will still be boiling with frustration. 
He added: `Even now, although Geri's  

MR 

395 Africa. The impressive performance against Boland in the boiling heat 
was a fitting response to the critics who had  

MR/ H 

396 ten minutes. Meanwhile cook the pasta in a large pan of boiling salted 
water for ten - 12 minutes, or according to the  

L 

397 features including a built-in water filter and a rapid boiling facility. Priced 
39.99, call 0161 947 3000 for  

L 

398 of cops. Corny but very exciting. 1977 Fare play BOILING POINT, bbc1, 
11pm: Cop Wesley Snipes is out to nail  
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